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Millimeter- Wave Fresnel-Zone 
Plate Lens and Antenna 

Hristo D. Hristov, Senior Member, IEEE, and Mathieu H. A. J. Herben, Senior Member, IEEE 

Abstract-A new variety of millimeter-wave Fresnel-zone plate 
lens with enhanced focusing quality is described. Each full-wave 
zone of the lens is divided into four quarter-wave subzones, 
which are covered by dielectric rings having equal thickness but 
different permittivities. More practical equations are derived for 
the radii of the zones, and for the thickness of the lens by taking 
into account the angle of incidence of the electromagnetic wave. 

A Fresnel-zone plate antenna (FZPA) consisting of a quarter- 
wave lens and a scalar feed is developed and analysed theoreti- 
cally. Equations for the aperture field and far field are derived 
using multiple ray tracing through dielectric plates and vectorial 
Kirchhoff diffraction theory, respectively. It is demonstrated that 
the proposed transmissive-type FZPA has an aperture efficiency 
of more than 50% in the 60 GHz frequency band. This computed 
efficiency agree with the measured overall efficiency reported 
by other researchers for an X-band quarter-wave reflector-type 
FZPA. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

HE FRESNEL-ZONE plate lens (FZPL) is a focusing T and imaging device invented and studied by Fresnel more 
than 150 years ago. For a long time its applications have been 
mainly restricted to optical systems. Since the Fresnel zone 
principle works at any frequency, the corresponding lens can 
also be used to focus millimeter-waves. The simplest (low- 
cost) FZPL, consisting of alternate transparent and reflecting 
(or absorbing) rings, has rather poor focusing properties and 
the aperture efficiency of the corresponding lens antenna is 
less than 15%. 

To increase the focusing quality of the lens, Wiltse proposed 
to replace the opaque zones by phase-reversing dielectric ones, 
and thus a half-wave FZPL was introduced [1]-[3]. Based on 
this phase-reversing dielectric lens, transmissive-type antennas 
have been developed and examined [3]-[5], [9], [lo]. For these 
antennas an aperture efficiency of about 30% is typical. From 
a commercial point of view, however, an efficiency of SO-60% 
is desirable for microwave aperture antennas. 

In the present paper a new FZPL with enhanced focusing 
quality will be described and analysed. Each full-wave Fres- 
nel zone is divided into four quarter-wave subzones which 
are covered by dielectric rings having equal thickness but 
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different, properly chosen permittivities. It appears that this 
lens configuration has much better focusing properties and 
compared to the grooved FZPL [ 3 ]  it has the advantage that 
its front and back surfaces are flat. 

More precise and practical equations are derived for the 
radii of the zones, and for the thickness of the lens by taking 
into account the angle of incidence of the spherical wave 
originating from the feed. 

The planar quarter-wave FZPL will be used to design a 
transmissive-type dielectric-ring Fresnel-zone plate antenna 
(FZPA) with a scalar feed. Equations are derived for the 
aperture field and far fields of this antenna using multiple 
ray tracing through dielectric plates and vectorial Kirchhoff 
diffraction theory, respectively, [6], [9], [IO]. 

The idea behind the multidielectric transmissive-type FZPL 
is not a new one [3], but to the authors' knowledge there 
are no publications on this particular lens design and its 
electromagnetic analysis. In principle, the working mechanism 
is similar to that used in some reflector-type FZPA's, proposed 
and examined recently by Guo and Barton [7], [8], [12]. The 
specific quarter-wave FZPL which will be analysed has a 
diameter of 150 mm and a focal length of 132 mm. The 
lens is illuminated by a scalar feed horn and the complete 
antenna operates in a frequency band of 54-68 GHz. Computer 
calculations indicate that this FZPA has an aperture efficiency 
of about 52% and a directive gain of 36.8 dBi at a frequency of 
62.1 GHz. The computed efficiency agree with the measured 
overall efficiency reported by Guo and Barton for an X-band 
quarter-wave reflector-type FZPA [ 121. 

Ir. PLANAR LENS DESCRIPTION 

In principle, the FZPL does not transform smoothly the 
incident spherical wave from the feed into an outgoing plane 
wave. The lens is a stepwise phase-transformer and in the 
case of the quarter-wave FZPL the maximum phase deviation 
in the antenna aperture equals 90'. 

Fig. 1 shows a sketch of the proposed quarter-wave FZPL. 
Each full-wave Fresnel zone is divided into four quarter-wave 
subzones. The central subzone is open and the other three 
subzones are covered by dielectric rings with different permit- 
tivities. The next full-wave zones have similar arrangements. 

To accomplish a quarter-wave stepwise phase-correction 
with a planar dielectric lens, the relative permittivities of the 
dielectric rings which give the desired phase shifts of AQt = 
O', A@, = go', A@.t = 180°, and AQt = 270' (or -90') 
were found to be E,I = 1, ~~2 = 6.25, ~ , 3  = 4, and ~~4 = 
2.25, respectively. This follows from the computed 'multiple' 
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Fig. 1. Planar quarter-wave Fresnel-zone plate lens as phase transformer 
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Fig. 2. Amplitude (a) and phase (b) of the transmission coefficients for a 
dielectric plate with E~ = 6.25 as a function of the angle incidence. Solid 
line: perpendicular ( E )  polarization; dashed line: parallel ( M )  polarization. 

transmission coefficients of dielectric plates with the above 
mentioned relative pennittivities and with the thickness of the 
ideal dielectric phase-shifter, Le., d = X0/2 for E, = 4 [9, 101. 
Here, A0 is the design wavelength in free-space, and 'multiple' 
indicates that the internal reflections within the dielectric plate 
are taken into account [9]. 

Figs. 2 ,3 ,  and 4 show that the above mentioned phase shifts 
are realized only for normal wave incidence. Furthermore, it 
follows from these figures that the magnitude of the transmis- 
sion coefficients ITM,EI for E, = 4 and E, = 2.25 are very 
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Fig. 3. Amplitude (a) and phase (b) of the transmission coefficients for a 
dielectric plate with cr = 4.00 as a function of the angle of incidence. Solid 
line: perpendicular ( E )  polarization; dashed line: parallel ( M )  polarizat 

near to 1 for all angles of incidence, while for E, = 6.25, 
[TM,EI M 0.7, which means that the second subzone transmits 
only about 50% of the incident power. This will of course 
decrease the focusing quality of the quarter-wave FZPL, and 
the aperture efficiency of the corresponding FZPA. 

El. PLANAR FRESNEL-ZONE PLATE LENS DESIGN 
Fig. 5 shows the ray tracing through a dielectric FZPL 

consisting of phase-correcting dielectric rings. At a given di- 
electric constant E ~ ,  design wavelength XO, and focal distance 
F ,  the basic lens dimensions, being the zone radii b, and lens 
thickness d, have to be calculated. In the case of an ideal very 
thin planar lens the Fresnel zone radii are obtained from the 
following approximate equation 

b, = d2mqXoF + ( m q X ~ ) ~  (1) 

where m is the zone number and q is the phase-correction 
factor (4  = 1 for the classical FZPL, q = 0.5 for the half-wave 
FZPL, and 4 = 0.25 for the quarter-wave FZPL). 

The real planar lens has a nonzero thickness d, which is 
not included in the equation for the zone radii. In the case 
of a lens with an open first zone, the phase reference value 
of zero degrees is assumed to be the phase at point O", i.e., 
at the center of the equivalent circular radiating aperture. In 
this case, the radius of the open zone can be found from (1) 
after replacing F by F + d. For the dielectric rings, however, 
it is more likely to use (1) without any change. Our analyses 
have shown that the following modified equation is a good 
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Fig. 4. Amplitude (a) and phase (b) of the transmission coefficients for a 
dielectric plate with E~ = 2.25 as a function of the angle of incidence. Solid 
line: perpendicular ( E )  polarization; dashed line: parallel ( M )  polarization. 

compromise for the calculation of the radii of all Fresnel zones 

The thickness d of the phase-reversing dielectric plate is 
usually calculated by the following equation [2], [3] 

(3) 

which is valid only for normal wave incidence. But normal 
incidence never occurs for the dielectric FZPL with an open 
first zone, because for that configuration there is oblique wave 
incidence for all dielectric rings. Thus, to determine the lens 
thickness, one should examine the phase shift of the dielectric 
rings for oblique wave incidence. 

The phase variation due to the presence of the dielectric 
rings, which is called the insertion phase difference between 
the refracted ray rQ’Q’’r2 and the free space direct ray 
rQ’Q’’’r1 (Fig. 6), can be found approximately as follows 

where ko = 27r/X0, 12 = d/cos$t ,  7-2 = r1 + Ar, and 

Here, the effects of the multiple internal reflections and the 

Thus, the phase difference A@t can be written as 

A1 = dcos($ - $t) /coS$t .  

polarization dependence of the transmission are neglected. 

Fig. 5. 
transparent zones. 

Ray tracing through the Fresnel-zone plate lens with dielectric and 

t=A 
Fig. 6.  Ray tracing through a dielectric plate. 

Using Snell’s second (refraction) law cos& = 
d m / & ,  and after some trigonometric 
manipulations, ( 5 )  becomes 

= %(Jp E, - sin2 - cos $ ) . (6) 
A0 

In the general case, AQt = 27rq and the lens thickness d is 
found by 

For the phase-reversing FZPL ( q  = 0.5) and normal ray 
incidence ($ = 0”), (7) reduces to (3). It is evident from 
(7) that the plate thickness essentially depends on the angle of 
incidence of the incoming wave. 

In Table I values of the lens thickness d for several angles 
of incidence $ , E ,  = 4, q = 0.5, and XO = 5 mm (design 
frequency = 60 GHz) are given. For the axially symmetric 
FZPA, the incidence angle generally does not exceed 45”, i.e., 
?Clmax = atan(b,,,/F), with b being the radius of the dielec- 
tric ring and F the focal length of the lens. On the other hand, 
the minimum angle of incidence from which the refraction into 
the dielectric rings starts is = atan(bl/F). Therefore, in 
calculating the lens thickness it is acceptable to choose for the 
angle of incidence its average value = ($min + gmax)/2. 
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Angle of incidence I) (deg) 0 20 40 60 

Lens thickness d (m) 2.50 2.42 2.22 1.92 
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1.60 

Iv. QUARTER-WAVE FRESNEL-ZONE KATE ANTENNA 

A. Field Distribution in Lens Aperture 

approximated by the following function 
The axially symmetric patterns of scalar feeds are frequently 

Furthermore, it is often assumed that the scalar feed has 
Huygens source polarization properties, so that the vectorial 
field at the input plane I - I’ (point Q’ in Fig. 5)  is given by 

where 

and 

et($,()  = -cosJ.6$ +s in [ -Q .  (11) 

Here Pf is the power radiated by the feed, 20 = 1207r is the 
free space wave impedance, Zf($,  E )  is the polarization unit- 
vector and IC = 25r/X is the wave number. From geometrical 
considerations (Fig. 5 )  it follows that 

The incident ray p(?lJ)  of the locally-plane wave continues 
as a refraction ray through a dielectric ring with a relative 
permittivity E, and thickness d, and in the’ point Q” it gives 
rise to an electric field Ed($, <, n). The transmission through 
the dielectric ring for the two linear orthogonal polarizations 
is characterized by so-called multiple transmission coefficients 
TM (for the parallel polarization) and TE (for the perpendicu- 
lar polarization). At the output or aperture plane 11- II’, the 
field intensity can be expressed in the following form 

-3kd?C.) GI($, E ,  .) = Cf 4 c e p  f ( +  4 7 P d ( $ > E )  ($) (13) 

where 

F d ( $ ,  E )  = - T ~  cos J . G+ + T~ sin E . eE (14) 

is a polarization vector, l/p”($) is an equivalent divergence 
factor, and and 2~ are the I,!I and E unit vectors, respectively. 
The transmission coefficients TM and TE are given by 

(15) 

where 

and 

are phase factors, and R ~ M , E  equals the reflection coefficient 
R 1 ~  or R ~ E ,  for the M- and E-polarization, respectively, at 
the interface plane 11 - II’. It is known that RIM and R ~ E  
are given by 

(18) 
E, COS$ - &z-z&j 
E, cos$ + &Tz&$ RIM = 

cos+ - Y/E,  - sin2 $ 
RIE  = cos$ + 4“ 

After substitution of (15) in (14), $d($, E )  becomes 

@d($b,c) =s&(+,<) = ~ ~ ( - ~ l i , c o s ~ . 8 $ + ~ ~ s i n ~ . e E )  
(20) 

where T&,E is equal to T M , E / S d .  
Equation (20) together with (13) lead to 

where the divergence factor l/p”($) is approximated by 
cos+/(F + d)  and L($) is given by 

(22) 

Thus, (21) gives the vector field distribution over the dielectric- 
zone apertures after talang into account the amplitude, phase 
and polarization changes due to the multiple transmission 
(refraction) process. - 

Referring to Fig. 5 and (9) it is not difficult to write a similar 
expression for the vector field distribution over the open-zone 
apertures 

F E d  

l“/&zi&$’ L(+) = a + 

e--3kLo($) 
&hE,n) = c f d m c o s 4  F + d  ’ 6 f (741,J) (23) 

with 

Lo($) = ( F +  d)/cos$. (24) 

B. Vectorial Far-Field Equations 
For the classical FZPA with alternate opaque and transparent 

zones, the vectorial far-field equations have been derived in 
detail by means of Kirchhoff‘s diffraction theory in [6],  and for 
the FZPA with phase-reversing dielectric rings these far-field 
equations have been modified heuristically in [9] by inclusion 
of the multiple transmission coefficients TM and TE in the 
field polarization vector. 

Following the above publications and [lo], a more precise 
and detailed far-field analysis for the FZPA with phase-shifting 
dielectric rings will be presented here. 
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Fig. 7. 
dielectric rings. 

Geometry of the Fresnel-zone plate antenna with phase-correcting 

Kirchhoff's diffraction integral for the vectorial far field can 
be written as follows 

where 

and the normal unit-vector A is oriented along the z-axis, i.e. 
A = &, and 6, is the unit vector in ;he T direction (Fig. 7). 

The vector components of ii x PA($,[) in the Cartesian 
( 2 ,  y, z )  coordinate system are 

(TL cos $ - TL) sin [ cos [ 

0 
-Th cos2 [cos + - Th sin2 I 

The unit-vector & ( y ,  8) points to a far-field observation point 
and its vector components are given by 

sin0 cosy 

(  COS^ ) E r ( c p , H )  = sin0 sincp . (28) 

The vector r" defines a point on the input plane I - I' and 
can be written as 

F tan $ cos [ 
(29) 

The vector F'' defines a point on the output (aperture) plane 
I I -  II' and can be expressed as follows 

For the aperture element dA" the next equation was found [ 101 

d sin 11, 

The scalar product in the phase factor e.jki7,'' is given by 

d sin I I ,  ) cos(cp - 0. (32) &3iq 
Setting 

Md($) = - j kL ($ )  (33) 

Nd(O,$) = ks inB(Ftan$  + dsinlli ) (34) 4- 

and 

(36) 1 [ &-GGq 
d sin $ .. .  F t a n $ +  

the Kirchhoff integral formula for the far-field vector &(F) 
can be represented in the following form 

Zd(3 = C ( T ) G r ( P ,  01% 

1 (TL cos $ - T,&) sin [ cos I 
-T& cos2 [ cos $ - TA sin2 5 ( 0 

. . . Od($,  n ) e M d ( $ ) , $ N d ( e , $ )  '"(V-C)d$ d l ,  (37) 

After performing the <-integration in a closed form, the vector 
components in the spherical (T ,  0,'p) coordinate system of the 
far-field ,??d(F') due to all dielectric zone apertures are given by 

Ef)(r, 0, cp) = -7rC(~) COS p 

(39) 

where 

and 

I:)(0,$)  = ( T ~ c o s $  + T&)Jo[Nd(0,$)] 
+ ( T ~ c o s $  - T&)&[Nd(O,$)].  (41) 

The far-field components of the open radiating apertures are 
the same as those given in [6], with F replaced by F + d 

( 0 )  (T ,  0 , ~ )  = - ~ C ( T )  COS E, 
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TABLE U 
RADIATION CHARACTERISTICS OF THREE FRESNEL-ZONE PLATE ANTEN" TYPES 

Fresnel-zone plate Directive Sidelobe Aperture 
antenna type gain (dBi) level (dl3) efficiency (%) 

-30.7 
(11) Half-wave FZPA -22.0 

30.1 -16.0 

where 

F + d  M ( $ )  = - j k -  
cos I) (45) 

N(B,$)  = k ( F +  d)sinBtanI) (46) 

In the case of the quarter-wave FZPA 
m' = 0 ,4 ,8 , .  , . 
m = 1 ,5 ,9 , .  . . 
m = 2,6 ,10 , .  . . 
m = 3,7,11,. . . 

m' = 0 ,2 ,4 , .  . . 

for subzones with 
for subzones with 
for subzones with 
for subzones with 

and for the half-wave FZPA 
for subzones with i m = 1,3,5,  . . . for subzones with 

E, = 1.00 

(49) 
E, = 6.25 
E, = 4.00 
E, = 2.25 

(50) 
E, = 1.00 
sr = 4.00 . 

Finally, the total scalar far-field components Es(r, 8, 'p) and 
$&(T, 8, p) can be found 

(51) 
(52) 

or in a vectorial form, the electric far-field can be written as 
follows 

(53) 

%(r,  8, cp)  = Ej0)(T, 8, P) + $ ) ( T ,  0,  'p) 

E&", 8, P) = E,")(r, 8, 'p) + Eg) ( r ,  8, 'p) 

Z(r, 8 ,  'P) = Es(r, 8, '~1.2s  + E,(T, 8 ,  PI. e,. 
C. Antenna Radiation Properties 

In Table 11, the main radiation characteristics of the quarter- 
wave FZPA design (I) are compared to those of an Fresnel 
antenna comprising a lens with phase-reversing dielectric 
rings (II), and with those of the classical Fresnel lens (111), 
comprising a lens with alternate transparent and opaque zones. 
All of them are 150 mm in diameter, 132 mm in focal length, 
and have an edge illumination level of -12 dB. The zone rings 
were supposed to be made of a dielectric material with tan 6 = 
0.0001. Their radii b, and a thickness d were calculated using 
(2) and (7), respectively. 

0 4 8 12 16 20 
Observation angle, (deg) 

Fig. 8. Beam pattem of quarter-wave Fresnel-zone plate antenna. 

0 4 8 1 2  16 20 
Observation angle, (deg) 

Fig. 9. Axial polarization ratio AR versus observation angle. 

From Table 11 it is concluded that for the same antenna 
dimensions and design parameters the quarter-wave FZPA 
version with a directive gain of 36.6 dBi and an efficiency 
of 51.7% surpasses 2.1 dB in gain and about 1.7 times in 
efficiency the half-wave FZPA, and 6.5 dB in gain and about 
4.5 times in efficiency the classical FZPA. 

The theoretical values for the antenna efficiency agree with 
the measured overall antenna efficiencies reported by other 
researchers for similar reflector-type FZPA's, namely 26% for 
an half-wave FZPA at 94 GHz [ll], and 43% for an X-band 
quarter-wave FZPA [ 121. 

Fig. 8 shows the co-polar radiation pattern of the analysed 
quarter-wave FZPA computed at a frequency of 62.1 GHz. In 
Fig. 9 the polarization axial ratio AR at the p = 45" far-field 
plane is given as a function of the observation angle 8. In 
the cp = 4.5" plane the far-field has a maximum cross-polar 
component, but even in this plane the axial ratio is larger 
than 35 dB in the main lobe region, i.e., the depolarization 
introduced by the quarter-wave lens consisting of rings with 
different permittivities is tolerable for most applications. 

The calculated directive gain and antenna efficiency of the 
antenna under examination as a function of frequency are 
shown in Fig. 10. The 3 dB bandwidth of the antenna gain 
due to the frequency-dependent properties of the lens is about 
22%. 

V. CONCLUSION 

A multidielectric planar quarter-wave Fresnel-zone plate 
lens for millimeter waves with improved focusing quality was 
proposed and designed. More practical equations for the radii 
of the Fresnel zones were derived, by taking into account the 
thickness of the lens. It was indicated that the thickness of the 
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Frequency, GHz 

Fig. IO. Directive gain (solid line) and antenna efficiency (dashed line) 
versus frequency. 

lens depends on the angle of incidence of the wave originating 
from the feed which illuminates the lens. 

Based on the new lens configuration, a millimeter-wave 
Fresnel-zone plate antenna (FZPA) with more than 50% effi- 
ciency was described. This antenna was examined theoretically 

[IO] H. D. Hristov, “Analysis and design of transmissive Fresnel zone 
antennas for DBS reception,” Research Report on CEC ContractlClPA 
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of Technology, Feb. 1994, (72 pp.). 

[I  I] B. Huder and W. Mentzel, “Flat printed reflector antenna for mm-wave 
applications,” Electron. Lett., vol. 24, no. 6, pp. 318-319, 1988. 

[12] Y. J. Guo and S. K. Barton, “Phase correcting zonal reflector incorpo- 
rating rings,” IEEE Trans. Antennas Propagat., vol. 43, pp. 350-355, 
1995. 
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antenna efficiencies reported by other researchers for at the Tsukuba University, Japan in 1990 and the Aalborg University Center, 

Denmark in 1993. In 1993 he was granted a contract for three months from 
similar reflector-type FZPA’s. the European COST Telecommunications Division (CEC-Brussels) for doing 
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